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Paragraph - Prose  

1. The Model Millionaire 

Introduction:           
 The Model Millionaire is a short story by Oscar Wilde.     
Millionaire Model :          
  Hughie was unemployed. So he has no money. He wanted to marry 

Laura Merton. The colonel laid down the condition that Hughie should own ten 

thousand pounds of his own to marry Laura. Hughie  was unable to fulfill the 

condition. He was upset. He visited his Friend Trevor. Trevor was painting a 

beggar‟s picture. The beggar model was really a millionaire. But Hughie gave him 

a sovereign. The millionaire came to know Hughie‟s condition. He sent Hughie a 

cheque for ten thousand pounds. It was his present for Hughie‟s marriage.  
   Conclusion:         
    “Millionaire Models” are rare but “Model Millionaire”. 

2.Music – The Hope Raiser  

Introduction: 

 This lesson is a fantastic welcome address given by the author to the parents 

of the incoming students at The Boston on September 1, 2004.  

Music is a basic need: 

Art is an essential part of life. It is a part of  human survival and human 

spirit. It is an unquenchable expression about us. It gives meaning to our life. 

Messian wrote a music composition in jail. Music found a place even in 

concentration camps. The twin towers of America were destroyed by terrorists. The 

Americans sang “We shall overcome” and “America the Beautiful” in the same 

evening. Recovery was done by music. Thus art is a part of the human spirit. 

Conclusion: 

 Thus Dr.Paulnack described the need for music in human lives.   

 

3. A Golden Path – Paragraph 

Introduction : 

 Gokhale was a great freedom fighter of our country. This paragraph is an 

extract from his speech. 

A Golden Path: 

 Success depends more upon character. A person should get knowledge and 

character. Our character should have energy of action. It should also raise the life 

of people around us. Acquiring knowledge and acquiring character is the two fold 

duty to be acquired by students. They should obey their  parents, respect their 

teachers and help the needy. 

Conclusion: 

 Gokhale‟s speech was an advise to the students who were emotionally 

involved in the struggle for independen 
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Paragraph -Poem 

1. Beautiful inside 

Introduction : 

 Inner beauty is nothing but beautiful heart that a noble person possesses. 

The Poet’s Ideas of Inner Beauty: 

 Inner beauty means a beautiful heart. Generally, noble men have it. Some 

people look dull and simple. Their appearance doesn‟t show their inner beauty. So, 

they are deceptive. Suppose we look into them deeply. We can see their beautiful 

heart. It is warm and shining. It comes out like a treasure. We can remember it for 

long. We can also prize it. 

Conclusion : 

 Thus, the poet considers such inner beauty more valuable then the outer 

appearance.  

2. The Piano 

Introduction : 

This poem is a great emotional appeal because our hearts can understand the 

truth in his words. 

The Piano : 

The poet hears a woman‟s song. It reminds him his mother‟s song. As a child 

he was sitting under the piano. He was hearing the boom of the strings. Then, he 

pressed his mother‟s feet. In Sunday evenings, he sang hymns. His childhood days 

attract him. He weeps for the past. 

Conclusion : 

 The poet shows how music has the capacity to bring back memories. 

3. Manliness 

Introduction : 

 The chosen lines here advises the young readers to achieve specific traits to 

attain “Manliness”.  

Manliness  : 

Manliness has many qualities. We shouldn‟t  make dreams our master. We 

should treat success and failure equally. We should make our heart and nerve serve 

our turn. Our „will‟ should be strong. We should be patent at the time of injustice. 

In addition to that one should act as a „man‟. 

Conclusion : 

 The poet emphasizes the need for the need for young people to have a 

specific goal and courage and confidence to achieve it. 
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Paragraph –  Supplementary reader 
1. Sam 

Introduction : 

 Sam is a lovely story of a lost pet taken in a new home. But the new owner 

has to sacrifice the pet when the real owner comes. 

Whose  Dog  Sam was : 

Shelly was a school boy. He saw a wounded dog. Its paw was hurt and 

bleeding. He nursed it. He named it Goldy. They became friends. It followed him 

to school. It waited out till evening one day; Goldy‟s real owner came there. 

Goldy licked her face. So, he gave the dog to her.  

Conclusion : 

 Shelly learnt an important aspect of life. Love lies in giving up also. 

 

2.The Piano lesson 

Introduction : 

The Piano Lesson is a touching story by “Rob Reilly”. 

The Piano Lesson: 

The author‟s mother was interested in playing a piano. So his father got a 

piano on loan and presented it to her. She was able to play the piano well. But the 

loan was not paid. So it was taken away. Mum was sad. Dad got a job. He saved 

money. He bought Mum a new piano two years later.  

Conclusion : 

 Happiness is only a state of the mind and it does not depend on external 

things. 

3.The Face of Judas Iscariot 

Introduction :  

 “Do not choose the wrong path and regret it later‟ is the message given by 

this story. 

The Artist assignment: 

 A painter wanted to paint the figures of Jesus Christ and Judas Iscariot. He 

searched for the models. He finished the figure of Jesus Christ using twelve year 

old boy. But he could not find model for Judas Iscariot. After some years, he found 

a man. He was full of sing. He used him as a model for Judas Iscariot. At last the 

man revealed the painter that he was the model for child Jesus in the same painting. 

Conclusion : 

 Let not evil rob the innocence of childhood. 
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